
Cisco Firepower Threat Defense 
Device Management Common Practices

Device Management is a critical 
aspect of administering Cisco 
Firepower Threat Defense (FTD). 
These common practices and 
recommendations will help you 
streamline the implementation of 
your Cisco FTD device. 
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Device Platform Policies

Platform policies ensure consistent platform settings across the environment. You should use secure protocols 
when managing the platform. For example, leverage SNMPv3 rather than SNMP, SSH rather than Telnet, and 
HTTPS rather than HTTP

You can restrict what devices can manage your NGFW/NGIPS platforms by leveraging access-control lists.

Use multiple NTP servers to be sure you have highly available time source and consistent time across your 
devices. Typically, these should be the same NTP sources used by Firepower Management Center. And don’t 
forget to configure your DNS settings.



NAT

Even though advanced complex NAT rules are fully supported, you should make your NAT policies as simple as 
possible. This will help with troubleshooting and decrease the overall complexity of the solution.

Unless extra NAT capabilities are required, you should use Auto-NAT whenever possible because it is simple to 
deploy. You only need to use Manual NAT in certain scenarios when both the SRC and DST IP addresses in the 
NAT header need to be translated. For example, NAT Exempt for Site-to-Site VPN tunnels.



Flex-Config

To ensure proper usage of the feature, FlexConfig should only be used by someone with advanced Cisco 
Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA) technical knowledge. Typically, Flex-Config is used when converting from 
Cisco ASA to Cisco FTD and there are features required that are not directly supported within the Cisco 
Firepower Management Center (FMC) GUI.  

It’s critical to only use supported Flex-Config settings unless directly instructed by the Cisco Technical Assistance 
Center (TAC). If you use blacklisted commands, you may run into support issues and the feature might not work 
as expected. 

When leveraging Flex-Config, be sure to fully test the results in a lab environment before moving to production. 
Then, once you add a Flex-Config to the Cisco FMC, save the configuration and make sure to utilize the 
“Preview Config” option to see the exact CLI commands before deploying.
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